SQUEEZE SHAFT SCREW
MODIFIED COMMERCIAL COLLAR
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- B-32 stud ~12 mm long
- 2-56 x 3 120° apart flat head turn down
- Both 13.7 O.D.
- Optional - fill with 160 µL Epoxetek 302
- 15 mm when assembled

Epoxy
Easy fit
EXPLORER 16 VIA PICTAL * RIBBONS (NOTE A)

CHIPS: H541 & H139 ARE 74HCT541, L5HCT139
OTHERS 74LSXX STANDARD TTL

NOTES: (A) DISPLAY CHIP RIPPED OFF EXPLORER 16
(B) SIMPLE INVERTERS ETC OMITTED.
(C) PMA 7 IS A CHIP SELECT FOR SHUTTER I/O
PMA 4 IS UPPER/LOWER BYTE SELECT
PMA 5 SELECTS VARIAN VS EQUIPMENT SELECT.
(D) LREN STANDS FOR LOCAL READ EN
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